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There is little in this world that a family cannot endure, if endure they must. For we all have it

within us to lose everything, absolutely everything, and still find strength in the most simple,

beautiful things.Pat and Mandy Retzlaff lived a hard but satisfying farming life in Zimbabwe.

Working all hours of the day on their sprawling ranch and raising three boisterous children,

they savored the beauty of the veld and the diverse wildlife that grazed the meadows outside

their dining room window. After their children, the couple's true pride and joy were their

horses.But in early 2001, the Retzlaffs' lives were thrown into turmoil when armed members of

President Robert Mugabe's War Veterans' Association began invading the farmlands owned by

white Zimbabweans and violently reclaiming the land. Under the threat of death, the family was

forced to flee, leaving behind a lifetime's possessions and becoming exiles in the only country

they had ever called home.As other families across the country fled, they left behind not only

their homes but dozens of horses. Devoted animal lovers, Pat and Mandy—now essentially

homeless themselves—vowed to save these horses: Shere Khan, the queen of the herd;

Tequila, the escape artist forever breaking free and trying to walk back to his original home;

Grey, the silver gelding and leader; Princess, the temperamental mare; and the numerous

others they rescued along the way.One Hundred and Four Horses is a love story and an epic

tale of survival and unbreakable bonds—those that hold us to land and family, but also those

between man and the most majestic of animals, the horse.

From BooklistAs terror swept Zimbabwe’s farms early this century, a couple known as the

horse people began to shelter the animals left behind. Retzlaff recounts the journey she and

her husband undertook in this plainspoken, heartfelt memoir. Hounded from farm to farm for

years by hordes of President Robert Mugabe’s men, they belong to a community besieged.

Their escape is filled with midnight rescue runs, forced departures in a matter of hours, theft,

and betrayal. Retzlaff is at her best in her loving descriptions of the horses’ personalities,

allowing the reader to get to know the animals as individuals. The Retzlaffs’ deep feeling for

their charges will appeal to animal lovers of all stripes. Overall, the writing lacks shine, but the

story of the brave battle the Retzlaffs wage on behalf of the vulnerable herd does not require

sparkling prose to make an impression. The couple’s story—a drastic example of standing up

for those you love—showcases the seemingly small but deeply significant heroism of doing the

right thing, --Bridget Thoreson --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Review“After reading One Hundred and Four Horses, the phrases “horse rescue” and

“let’s make a plan” have new meaning. This is a compelling, touching and sometimes grisly

account, and to read it is to understand in a new way the power of the horse-human

bond.” (Lawrence Scanlan, author of Wild About Horses: Our Timeless Passion for the

Horse)“One Hundred and Four Horses is a breathless adventure . . . an incredible story of a

family that decided the lives of the animals they loved was worth risking their own. . . . You will

mourn and celebrate with [Retzlaff] at every step along the way.” (Conor Grennan, New York

Times bestselling author of Little Princes)“Dramatic, emotionally charged.” (Daily Mail

(London))“The dramatic narrative of their dangerous journey… gives this epic its nail-biting

edge. The horses, each with its own character, are the stars.” (The Times (London)) --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMandy Retzlaff is a lifelong horse

lover and farmer. Today, Mandy and her husband, Pat Retzlaff, run a horse safari company on



the Mozambique coast, taking tourists on rides through the wild and wonderful country that

they now call home.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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night was falling, but it is almost dawn and there has been no sign of my husband or our

horses.I stand on the wide veranda of the old colonial farmhouse, trying to make out shapes in

the early-morning gloom. Before Pat left, he told me to get some sleep, but he has done this

before—midnight missions to rustle our own horses off land we no longer own—and I know

how it goes. Tonight, there is no way I can close my eyes. Whenever I do, all I see is images of

the terrible things that might be happening, even now: my husband, so near to me, yet

surrounded by men who might block the roads and build up barricades to stop him from getting

out. Consumed by thoughts like that, I can do nothing but wait.It is September 2002, and it has

been only twelve hours since the Land Rover arrived at the gates of Biri Farm, our home in

Zimbabwe, southern Africa, for the past nine months. Biri Farm stands ten kilometers across

the veld from where I now stand, but it might as well be in another world.Once the Land Rover

was gone, Albert handed me a letter. We had, the letter said, only four hours to leave Biri Farm.

If we dared to remain, we would lose everything: our horses, our worldly possessions, even our

lives. By government decree, Biri Farm was no longer a safe haven.Now I stand in the eerie

chill before dawn, wondering what has taken my husband so long. The farmhouse behind me

belongs to Nick Swanepoel, a good friend and neighbor. So far, his farm, Avalon, has been

safe from the chaos spreading like cancer across our beautiful country of Zimbabwe. He has

agreed to shelter us for the night, to take in our herd of horses until we can spirit them to a new

home, and the farmhouse is piled high with all the boxes we managed to rescue from Biri.

Somewhere in there, my mother is sleeping too, barely able to comprehend the madness that

has become our lives.There are ten kilometers between here and Biri Farm, but the mist is low

and I can hardly see the end of the field in front of me. Pat should have been back by now. I

shift nervously. All he had to do was get back onto Biri, rope up the horses, and lead them to

the safety of Avalon. There was never any question, I knew, of leaving our horses behind. They

are the horses of our friends, the horses of our neighbors, horses we have promised to protect.

Some of them have been with us since the very beginning. Others joined us along the way.

Many have already been driven from their own homes, attacked with spears or pangas—

machetes—or abandoned on farms as their owners fled. They are our responsibility, and we

are all that stands between them and long, drawn-out deaths from cruelty and neglect.I hear

movement behind me. Knowing that it is my mother, come out to make a fuss over her daughter

—even though she is well into her seventies, she will always make a fuss—I turn around,

preparing to tell her that everything is fine.“Any sign?”I shake my head.“They won’t be long,”

she promises, though she can hardly know. “It’s a long trek with seventy horses.”I close my

eyes. When I open them again, at last I sense movement. It seems only that there is something

out there, yet everything around me is black. All the same, something tingles up and down my

neck. I am certain now: there are different textures in the darkness.“Mum?”“What is it?”“It’s

them . . .” I whisper.Slowly, the shapes appear out of the darkness. At first they are like ghosts.

It is only when I move forward, willing the ghosts to come to life, that those shapes begin to

have definition. First a man, a groom, trailing a long rope behind him. Then a horse, bobbing



contentedly forward, wearing a halter but no saddle. Then more horses alongside, each with a

lead rope dangling from its halter. One, two, three, four, five . . . The procession continues into

reaches of darkness I still cannot see.“Is Pat with them?” asks my mother.I cannot see my

husband yet, but still I nod.They weave along a track between fields of irrigated wheat,

disappearing behind reefs of low gray mist and then coming back into sight. I know how many

horses there will be, because I know them all by name. We have seventy-one now, but before

long there will be more. Some days, the phone does not stop ringing. All across this once-

proud nation, farms are being abandoned; farmers are fleeing, but in their wake are the

animals they cannot take with them.Then, at last, I see Pat. He is moving on the far side of the

herd.He is holding a lead rope in his hand—though, in truth, he does not even need that. The

young mare he is leading, though a new addition to the herd, will do whatever he asks. The

tallest and proudest of all our horses, she stands seventeen hands high, an aristocratic dun

mare with beautiful black points and eyes that positively shimmer with keen intelligence. Shere

Khan is the self-appointed queen of the herd, and like the queen that she is, she helps Pat

guide the horses and grooms to safety.There is an old German proverb, one I sometimes

imagine Pat’s great-grandfather might have used. Set a beggar on horseback, they used to say,

and he’ll outride the devil.We have to outride the devil, that much is true—but watching the

herd walk onto Avalon Farm, I wonder how long we can stay in the saddle.“I see you’re back,” I

say when Pat comes closer, not wanting to tell him how worried I’ve been.“All of us.”Damn him,

but he is almost grinning.“Well?” I ask. “What now?”Pat makes as if he is thinking about it.

Behind him, the half-Arabian Grey and our daughter’s mare, Deja Vu, are grazing the long

grass, but even they must have some idea of what is going on all around us.“We’ll do what we

always do,” Pat says. “We’ll make a plan.”TEN YEARS EARLIERChapter 1I REMEMBER A

place that was wild and filled with game. I remember a house with a giant mango tree in the

garden and stables out back, where our horses grazed contentedly and waited to be ridden

along dusty red tracks that wound their way into the bush. I remember picking up our children

from school and driving home with the tsessebes—those powerful antelopes with chestnut

hides, lunate horns, and strangely formed bodies—flocking into the trees alongside us. The

farm was called River Ranch, the farmhouse Crofton. The farm’s thick-forested hills and

scrubby lowlands were held in the cradle of two rivers; its boundaries were patrolled by

elephants tamed and trained to keep away poachers. Its soils held the promise of a new future,

and on the day that my husband, Pat, and I took our children there for the very first time, in

1992, we thought it would be home forever.That day, long ago and yet seemingly so near, we

drove north on the Chinhoyi road, through fields of green wheat. Our car was laden with

suitcases and packs, saddles and straps, and three squabbling children in the back. In the

middle seat, our second son, Jay, was chattering animatedly about the game he might see. If

there was one way of sparking the often taciturn Jay to life, it was to talk about the game he

might track and hunt at our new home. The kudu, that large African antelope with its striped

hide, huge horns, and powerful legs, that Pat and I had seen when we were first looking over

the farm had been one of the things that propelled us to go to the auction and place a bid; this

wild place was where we would spend our lives.We followed the winding, dusty road and could

soon see the farmhouse of Two Tree Hill, the farm that bordered our own, looming above us,

with big workshops and a water tank in front. Farther on, we saw the glistening waters of the

dam. A herd of the enormous black antelopes known as sable looked curiously at us, then

turned and sped away through the wheat and into the cover of the thick bush. Behind us, the

truck that was following jarred on patches of uneven road, but the four horses inside were

content. This, after all, was to be a new home for them as well.We reached the farmhouse



early in the afternoon, when the midday sun was at its hottest. The building had a broad white

facade and a simple roof of corrugated iron. Pat pulled the car around, into the shade of the

mango tree, and, even before we had ground to a halt, the children tumbled out.Paul, our

eldest, was fourteen years old, big and broad and the perfect image of his father. Jay, just

turned nine, had a mop of wild blond hair that almost hid his searching green eyes. Our

youngest, Kate, was three years Jay’s junior, a gorgeous girl who, surrounded by brothers and

cousins, was growing up as tough as any of them and gave as good as she got.“Is this it?”

Kate asked.“Your new home,” I replied. “The farmhouse is called Crofton. What do you

think?”As Paul, Jay, and Kate inched forward to investigate, Pat and I turned our attention to

the truck that had followed us onto the farm. Pat undid the latches and let down the ramp.

Inside the truck, he ran his hands up and down the four horses’ noses, promising them fresh

air, clean water, and more grazing than they could wish for.Frisky came first, her ears twitching

inquisitively. An old skewbald mare, more than thirty years old, she barely needed leading. She

simply followed the sound of Pat’s voice. It was the same voice she had been hearing for

twenty-two years, since the days when they would race antelopes together at Enkeldoorn (now

called Chivhu), where Pat grew up. She was his very first horse, perhaps his very first friend,

and I sometimes wondered which one of us was the real love of Pat’s life.After Frisky came her

foal Mini, a bay mare with a wild temperament who had produced some very special foals.

Once they were out, they turned to survey their new surroundings, while the other two horses,

Sunny and Toffee, lingered in the shade of the horse trailer, unsure if they too should

emerge.While the children were looking up at the face of their new house, Pat ran his hands

along Frisky’s flank and listened to her responsive snort. His old friend took a few steps forward

and dropped her head to start pulling the strange new grass between her teeth. When next she

looked up, her nostrils twitched and she rolled her eyes.This will do, she seemed to be saying.

If you say so, Patrick, this will do.When I look back now, moving to Crofton was a new

beginning. Crofton was a place in which we wanted to invest the whole of our lives. We were to

be surrounded by rugged, virgin bush, and we had set our sights on opening up and forging a

productive farm, one that we might one day hand down to our children. It would be a place for

the generations to come, and Pat and I would found it while our children had the most amazing

childhood they could, running wild in our beautiful Zimbabwe.I did not know that nine years

later, our world here at Crofton would end.I had met Pat in 1976, when he was studying at the

University of Natal in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa. I had not met many Rhodesians before,

having been born in Ghana and brought up in South Africa, but as soon as I met him I knew

that he was the man for me. I had taken temporary work as a barmaid at a hotel popular with

the university’s students. Although I had never been to university myself, student life had

become my life. My nights were filled with raucous laughter and parties, and I had become part

of a big circle of friends, all of whom were studying at the university. Every year, the university

held a fund-raiser they called Rag Day. On Rag Day, the students would build huge floats. Vast

figures would be cast in plaster of paris, and garlands of flowers would cover trailers and cars.

The students would climb on top of the floats and the procession would move along the streets

of Pietermaritzburg, while we would all collect loose change for charities.On Rag Day of 1976, I

clambered onto one of the floats and headed off with the other students. As the floats

lumbered along, we leaped on and off, proffering our tins, and the crowds in the street cheered

wildly as each float passed by.From somewhere in the crowd, I heard somebody calling my

name. Standing pressed between two other students was a good friend from the university

named Charlie Bender. He had caught sight of me on the float and was trying to attract my

attention. When I spotted Charlie I waved back enthusiastically.I did not notice Charlie’s tall



friend who was standing beside him. His name, I would later find out, was Patrick Hugo

Retzlaff. It was much later in our relationship that I found out that Patrick had nudged Charlie

and asked him who the waving girl was. When Charlie told him my name, Pat said, “Well, that

is the girl I am going to marry. I have had a strange premonition.”Some months later, I was

introduced to Pat for the first time. In the crowded hallway at a mutual friend’s house party, we

talked long into the night. As he told me about Rhodesia and his studies in animal science, he

was, I decided, incredibly good-looking. Much taller than me, he had short-cropped hair and a

fuzz of beard along the line of a firmly set jaw. At nineteen he was two years my junior. He had

a delightful sense of humor that made me laugh out loud. As we parted ways that night, the

party thinning out as dawn approached, he invited me to a birthday party the following week. I

made no hesitation in saying yes and hurried out the door before he could change his mind.On

the day of the party, Pat picked me up at the hotel lobby. When he arrived, I was in my room

upstairs, blow-drying my hair. I checked myself in the mirror—I had spent two years living in

London and I considered myself something of a fashionista—and, when I was satisfied, went

down to meet him.The figure waiting in the lobby did not look like the tall champion I had met at

the party. I stopped dead on the staircase and simply stared. It was Patrick Retzlaff, all right,

but surely not the Patrick Retzlaff who had asked me out. His suit was at least three sizes too

small and seemed to constrict him in all the wrong places. His feet, meanwhile, were showing

through a pair of oversize, scuffed cowboy boots that had clearly seen better days. I looked at

him in horror and my instinct was to slowly inch away, but Pat had already caught my eye.

Perhaps I could feign illness. A migraine. Food poisoning. Anything to let him down gently. I did

not know if I could be seen with a man who was so badly dressed.My mind was wheeling,

grappling to come up with some excuse, when suddenly there was a commotion in the bar on

the opposite side of the hotel reception area. Pat and I turned to see what was going on. At the

bar, a drunken and abusive man was bearing down upon a student much smaller and slighter

than himself. There was a sickening crunch as the man’s fist connected with the student’s

face.Before I knew what was happening, Patrick—constricted by his ugly, ill-fitting suit—was

barreling into the bar. In seconds, he had put himself between the student and the overbearing

man. Lifting a big hand, strangled by the cuff of his suit coat, he pushed the drunk off. The

drunk reeled back against the bar, and, beneath him, the student scrabbled out of the

way.When he had made sure the student was all right, Pat turned and made his way back out

of the bar. His hand was dripping with blood, his palm a scarlet swirl where fragments of

broken glass had raked across it. He didn’t seem to notice until my eyes lingered on it, and

when he did, he simply wiped himself clean up and down his suit.Pat was wearing the biggest,

broadest grin on his face.“So,” he said, “are we still going to that party?”All thoughts of

migraines and food poisoning had evaporated. Already, I knew that this was the man for me.It

was a wonderful birthday party, but more wonderful for letting me get to know Pat. We spent

most of the night simply talking. Pat had come to South Africa on a scholarship, but his heart

belonged in the old British colony of Rhodesia, and it was to Rhodesia that he planned to

return, to take up a position on an agricultural research station. At the time, Rhodesia was

more than a decade deep into a civil war. Following the British prime minister Harold

Macmillan’s famous “Wind of Change” speech in 1960, Britain had begun a process of granting

independence to her African colonies—but by 1965, it had become clear that Britain would not

grant Rhodesia her independence with anything other than a universal franchise. A policy like

that would mean that every man and woman had exactly the same right to vote, irrespective of

color or level of education, and this was deemed unacceptable by the Rhodesian government,

which wished to preserve its present order, with fifty seats in parliament reserved for whites



and fourteen for blacks. That system would have maintained a largely white parliament in direct

contrast to the makeup of the country, in which only 10 percent of the population was white.In

1965, Rhodesia’s prime minister, Ian Smith, made a Unilateral Declaration of Independence;

Rhodesia became independent, yet was not acknowledged as such by Britain. The UDI

triggered the onset of the bitter bush war that had been raging ever since. I could not imagine

what it was like to grow up in a country at war with itself, but for Pat it was all he had known.

The Rhodesian army was locked in conflict with black insurgents led by a man named Robert

Mugabe, among others, and a guerrilla war was being fought across the country. This was not

war as I recognized it, but a succession of sudden conflicts, terror attacks, and violent

reprisals, and many men on both sides of the divide were losing their lives. Rhodesia was in a

state of stalemate, and as soon as he graduated from university, Pat would have to take up a

gun and join the fray.He told me all about that, but most of all, he told me about his horses.I

had never met a man as in love with horses and animals as Pat. He came from a long line of

horse lovers. His maternal great-grandfather was the Baron Moritz Hermann August von

Münchausen, an officer in the Prussian army who married an American heiress and built an

enormous castle in Bokstadt, Germany. It was there that he founded a stable for breeding

Thoroughbreds and became famous across Europe for producing champions. The most

famous horse the baron had owned was named Hannibal, which he had bought for a great

deal of money in those days, and whose skeleton, Pat told me, could still be seen in a Frankfurt

museum.Pat had inherited his family’s ancestral love and skill with horses through his father,

Godfrey, who had grown up in Tanzania and moved with his family to Rhodesia in 1965, just

before UDI. In Rhodesia, Godfrey became the manager at a cattle ranch in the southwest of

the country, and he would spend days in the saddle, riding around the eighty thousand acres of

ranch. His favorite horse—and the one that, even into his old age, he would always vividly

remember—was an Arabian stallion named Paul, after both his grandfather and his eldest son.

Paul the stallion liked nothing more than to drink beer and would let nobody except Godfrey

ride him. Over the years, many bets were placed on this, with cocksure young horsemen eager

to prove their worth by climbing into the saddle—but Godfrey always won. With a little help

from his friends, Paul, it seemed, could make his own beer money.With family like that, it was

only too clear that Pat would devote his life to horses—and, even on that very first night, I knew

that it was so. And there was one horse in particular who had changed Pat’s life, one horse

who had been with him since he was a boy, one horse to whom he would always keep

returning.Her name, he told me, was Frisky.In 1970, Rhodesia was five years into a bush war—

but life, with all its loves, passions, and deaths, still went on. Pat was thirteen years old and on

his way home from the school where he boarded. It was a year before his mother would

tragically pass away from cancer, and he thought of nothing but running wild on the family farm.

He had chickens and cattle of his very own, and would spend the holidays on horseback riding

the farm horses, including his father’s chestnut gelding, Bridle.Pat reached the farm and was

racing up to the farmhouse, dropping his school bags along the way, when he saw his mother

and father standing out front. At first, he wondered if something was wrong. Perhaps something

had happened to the cattle, which were his pet project, or the few chickens he still kept from an

earlier obsession. Yet, when he reached his mother and father, they were smiling.They did not

welcome him home. That could wait. They simply told him to follow and led him to the back of

the farmhouse.Here, Bridle was in his paddock with two of the family’s other horses. Pat

ventured to greet his father’s old horse, but, before he got there, he saw a new mare, a

stranger come to the farm. She was small, fifteen hands high, a skewbald mare with beautiful

markings and a willful look in her eyes. Pat stopped short, looking between his mother and



father.“Her name’s Frisky,” his mother told him. “Well, go on!”Pat rushed over, stopping a few

yards away from the horse to approach her more gently. She had already been tacked up. He

put a hand on her muzzle and let her nibble at his hands. Her ears twitched as she became

accustomed to this strange boy. Pat draped his arms around her, threw a look at his

parents.“She isn’t saddled up for nothing,” his father intoned.His left foot went into Frisky’s

stirrup. Then, swinging his body over, his right found the stirrup on the opposite side. He lifted

the reins in one hand, in the way he always rode, and started talking to her. It is a special

moment, he knew, when a boy climbs into a horse’s saddle for the very first time, even more

special when it is his very first horse. Frisky walked slowly forward, to the edge of the paddock,

where Pat looked down on his mother and father.“Be careful with her,” Pat’s mother began. She

had a tone that verged on the ominous, and Pat wondered if there was a story hidden here,

something buried in Frisky’s past of which he was not aware. He looked down at her, judged

her to be ten or twelve years old. Hardly a foal, she must have had owners before, people who

loved her like he knew he would.“Well,” his father said, “what are you waiting for?”Pat brought

her around. Across the farm, there were antelopes such as the tiny duiker or huge kudu to

chase. He ran a hand through Frisky’s mane. She, he knew, was going to love this.Duiker on

the left, kudu on the right. Frisky would rather chase the tiny duiker, but today she was happy to

indulge Pat and they set off toward the kudu. Soon, the small herd scattered, and Pat and

Frisky were through them, following a dirt track into the bush. The acacia trees were low here,

and Frisky banked, first one way and then another. They were on the tail of some bushbuck

when Pat ducked to avoid a low-hanging branch. He timed it badly, smashed into the bough.

Beneath him, Frisky cantered on. Momentarily Pat grappled with the branch. Then, he fell.

When he hit the ground, all the wind was expelled from his lungs. He lay there and heaved.

Blackness came over him.When Pat looked up, Frisky’s face was all that he could see. She

was standing over him, nosing forward, as if to make sure he was all right. When he began to

stir, she walked away and turned slightly, presenting her saddle.Get up, Pat, she seemed to be

saying. We haven’t got time for lounging around. That bushbuck’s already got away . . .When

they reached home, Pat tried to hide the fact that he had fallen off—but his mother had already

raised two other sons, and somehow she just knew. It was time, she told him as she dusted

him down, for a story.Frisky had once belonged to the relation of a local farmer, a gift for their

young daughter. She had been the daughter’s pride and joy, and she had spent long hours

being ridden and groomed, doted on by all members of the family.It was on a ride through the

bush that tragedy had found Frisky. Startled by some smaller creature shooting out of the bush,

she had shied away and the girl in her saddle had been thrown. Like Pat had done, the girl lay

in the dust; but unlike Pat, she would never get back up. Stricken with grief, the girl’s parents

could no longer look at Frisky. Their daughter’s death hung heavy about them, and Frisky was

a symbol of it. She would have to be sent away, or else destroyed.Two weeks later, she arrived

at Pat’s father’s farm.“So you must be careful,” Pat’s mother concluded.After the story, Pat did

not stop to get changed. Instead, he went back to the paddock, where Frisky was waiting. He

spent the night checking over her hooves and grooming her. Whatever happened in Frisky’s old

life, it was not her fault. In the years to come Pat would come off Frisky many times—a hole in

the ground that she did not see, the assault of a low-hanging branch—but not once would he

be thrown. All he ever had to do was remember the way she waited for him as he lay, winded,

in the dust, and he knew: Frisky would look out for him just as much as he would look out for

her.That night in 1976, talking to this strange man in his ill-fitting and bloodstained suit, I was

suddenly transported back to memories of my own childhood horse. I had longed for a horse

like Frisky, one who would be my best friend and protector and in whose saddle I could lose



myself for days at a time, but I was not as blessed as Pat. The horse I remembered was named

Ticky. He was a fiery little piebald pony and threw me from the saddle more times than I can

remember—but I loved him more than anything else.I was eleven years old when Ticky entered

my life. I was attending school in Johannesburg, and a new girl was enrolled in my class. Her

name was Erica, and she lived on a small farm just outside the city, where her parents kept a

whole herd of horses. When I was finally invited to stay with Erica for the weekend, it was a

dream come true. We spent long hours brushing her horses’ manes and combing their tails. We

would both jump onto her horse and canter bareback for hours around the farm. Every time I

returned home from Erica’s, the only words that came out of my mouth had to do with

horses.On one of my weekends with Erica, we stopped fussing over her mare and watched as

her father drove into the farmyard, pulling a horse trailer behind his truck. With a silent nod, he

unloaded a small piebald gelding, perhaps only twelve hands high and with a very slight

stature.“His name,” Erica’s father told us, “is Ticky.”Ticky looked at us balefully, but Erica and I

were not deterred. We circled him, trying to get close enough to brush his hair and comb his

tail as we had the rest of Erica’s horses, but he just stared at us with a malevolent twinkle in his

eyes. Every time we came close, he swished his tail dismissively, shuffled away, and went back

to grazing.Nevertheless, I was obsessed.When my father came to collect me, I squeezed his

hand and begged him to ask Erica’s father if Ticky was for sale. Unconvinced, my father

suggested I should try to ride Ticky first, before we made any rash decisions. At last, a date

was made, and I returned to Erica’s farm, determined that Ticky should fall in love with me the

same as I had fallen for him. Beautifully tacked up, Ticky awaited my arrival with that same

baleful stare. All the same, I stroked his tangled mane and whispered sweet words to him. In

reply, he bared his big yellow teeth, rolling his eyes.Confident that as soon as we were riding

we would form an unbreakable bond, I hoisted myself into the saddle, grinning at my father as I

did so. Yet, before I could even grab the reins, Ticky took off, tearing down the driveway and out

onto the open veld. In seconds, I had lost my balance, tumbled from the saddle, and landed flat

on my back, all the wind knocked out of me.By the time I looked up, Ticky was already headed

for home. I trudged back alone. Once again, I hoisted myself into the saddle and, this time, was

swift enough to snatch up the reins. I gave Ticky a gentle kick, and off we went.Suddenly, Ticky

put his head down and executed a buck. Unable to stop him, I soared through the air and

landed, headfirst, on the road.By the time the blurriness was fading, my father was standing

over me. He looked down, his face swimming in and out of focus, and reached out to help me

to my feet.“Are you sure you want this horse?” he demanded, face creasing with anxiety. “It

looks uncontrollable to me.”Dazedly, I nodded. There was no going back, no matter how wicked

this little pony really was.All these years later, listening to Pat talk about his own childhood

horses, I wondered if Ticky might have been the sort of horse he would have liked: strong,

willful, but intelligent beyond measure. My parents quickly learned to detest Ticky. I spent my

nights protesting, declaring my unwavering love for the nasty little horse who would pin me

against his stable wall, lunging for his bucket, but somehow I knew they could not be

convinced. No matter how many times he bit, no matter how many times he kicked out, my

resolve only hardened: Ticky was the horse for me. He was going to love me like I loved him, or

the world would surely end.One day, some months into my struggle with Ticky, we entered

ourselves into the bending race at a local gymkhana (an equestrian meet). At Erica’s farm, we

cornered Ticky, fitted him with his bridle and saddle, and walked—or perhaps dragged—him to

the club where the competition was to be held. As we approached, I could hear the cries of a

huge crowd of excited children and eager parents and the neighing of all their horses.I had

already spent long hours brushing Ticky, and his coat gleamed in the morning sunlight. I was



convinced: Today was going to be the day that Ticky would prove his true worth. Out there, on

the track, we would come from behind to win, triumphant together; Ticky would know what we

had achieved, and all of his nastiness would simply evaporate away.At last, my name was

called, and Ticky and I took our place along with six other riders. A red flag was waved, and

Ticky and I were off.We were not even halfway to the first bending pole when Ticky took flight.

Making a dramatic turn, he charged at the fence, scattering spectators. Though we cleared it,

somewhere in the air I lost my balance and toppled to the side, crashing down from Ticky’s

back.Indignant, Ticky came to a stop, gave a kick of his hooves, and, without a look at where I

lay, headed for home.On the grass, I lay alone, my riding hat askew.“That’s it,” I heard my father

cry. “We are selling that damn horse!”It was the last time I ever saw Ticky.“I have to admit,” I

said to Pat, the sounds of the birthday party fading around us, “I haven’t ridden since.”“Well, I

suppose we’ll have to do something about that.”He kissed me for the first time that night—and

one week later, I packed my bags, said good-bye to my little room in the hotel, and moved in

with Pat.We were married in 1978.In Rhodesia, the bush war still raged. The country’s white

farmers, isolated and not well protected, were targeted by the so-called freedom fighters. The

rebels’ guerrilla tactics of attacking suddenly and then disappearing into the bush kept army

patrols busy across the country. All the same, there was only one place in the world that Pat

had ever wanted to get married: the town of Enkeldoorn, close to his childhood farm, a place

that occupied so many of his memories and thoughts. I had heard so much about the town and

the land across which Pat and his beloved Frisky had cantered that I felt as if I knew it already;

now, it was time for the formal introduction.Pat’s father’s farm was every bit the paradise he had

told me about on that very first night. After the service, the wedding party moved there in

convoy, and, not for the first time, I noticed that many members of our party were carrying

weapons, their eyes fixed on the horizons and intersecting roads. Rhodesia, I had to tell myself,

may have looked perfect, but it was still a country at war.At the farmhouse, we were met with a

feast fit for a king. I stepped down from the car and felt a little kicking in my belly; our firstborn

son was already well on the way. I wondered what he would have made of all this. Tables

dressed in white damask cloths groaned under cured hams and other delights. Champagne

flowed. The laborers of the farm had decked themselves out to join in the festivities and kept

glasses full. My mind whirled, seeing these same men who watched the horizons with such

steely eyes throwing back champagne and roaring with laughter. There was something about

Rhodesians, I decided, that made them look at joy and disaster with the same eyes. It must

have had to do with living under the shadow of war for so long and still preserving all that is

good about life. I found it exhilarating, I found it absurd, I found it frightening and life-affirming

all at once. In the years to follow, I would come to know this feeling by one simple word:

Rhodesian. I felt the kicking again and the thought hit me: my son—he was going to be a

Rhodesian as well.It was time for the speeches. Happy under the effects of the champagne,

Pat’s father stood and made his way to the center table.“When Pat first introduced me to . . .”

He hesitated, seemed to be wetting his lips. “I’ll start again,” he continued. “When my son Pat

first introduced me to . . .”“Amanda!” somebody shouted.“Amanda,” Pat’s father repeated. “Of

course. When Pat first introduced me to Aman—”In that instant, the wedding party fell silent.

Pat’s father’s eyes fixed on some point in the middle distance, and, as one, the men at the

party turned to follow his gaze. I stood. Out there, a vehicle moved, thick, choking black

exhaust fumes behind it. It seemed to shimmer in the heat, banking along the same farm roads

over which the wedding convoy had come. It was, it appeared, heading straight for us.Nobody

said a word. Nobody had to. All the men at the wedding simply stood and hurtled for their

cars.“What is it?” I asked.Pat stood. “Terrs . . .”Terrorists: the Rhodesian name for the black



insurgents making war on the ruling government. The vehicles we had traveled in were all

wheeling around, sending up flurries of dust, as men piled inside and checked their weapons.

Pat ran to join his father’s car, stopped, and hurried back to where I was standing.“Here,” he

said, “take this.”I found a gun pressed into my hands. Though I took it, I had no idea how to

hold it. Pat told me it was an LDP, a submachine gun that only Rhodesians ever wielded. After

UDI there had been so many international sanctions against the country that importing almost

anything had been impossible. This had given rise to industries in which Rhodesia had never

before operated, and with the outbreak of guerrilla warfare in 1966, one of those boom

industries had been in weaponry like this. The gun I was holding was nothing less than a

Rhodesian imitation of the infamous Uzi.“What do I do with it?”“You just point and shoot,” Pat

said. He turned and began to lope after the other men. Then, absently, he looked over his

shoulder. “But only at the terrs,” he added. “Don’t point it at us . . .”I had never held a gun before

—though, in the years to come, I would receive training in all kinds of weaponry, just as all

Rhodesian women would, in case we too found ourselves caught up in war.I was sitting,

slumped over the bridal table with the submachine gun in my lap and an empty champagne

glass in my hand, when the men returned. Looking up, I saw Pat striding back to the wedding

table.“Terrorists?”Pat shook his head. “It was only a bus.”“Is this what life is going to be like?” I

asked. “Too much drink, guns, chasing after terrorists through the bush . . .”Pat could not have

known what was in store for us twenty years from that day, when we would find ourselves

having to leave the country I had come to love, but today he threw me a rakish grin and helped

me to stand.“Probably,” he said.I put down the gun. If this was the man I was going to love, I

supposed I had better love his absurd, wild country as well.“Then we’d better get on with the

speeches.”Our first son, Paul, was born in Pietermaritzburg five months after the wedding. I

was twenty-three years old, Pat twenty-one, and we were ready to start our family life together.

As soon as Pat graduated from university we prepared to return to Rhodesia permanently and

forge a life there. There was only one complication: like all men of fighting age, on his return

Pat would be called up to join the army. Members of the South African government had tried to

persuade him to remain and commit his new training in animal sciences to the nation in which

he had studied, but Pat was Rhodesian at heart, and Rhodesians never die. His country

needed him, and I followed him into a country at war. Pat enlisted in the army and was

stationed at a barracks in the capital, Salisbury (now called Harare), while Paul and I lived

close by.In 1980, the bush war drew to a bitter, negotiated end. Robert Mugabe and his ZANU-

PF party won a landslide election in March, and white Rhodesia began its transition into

Zimbabwe. A sense of defeat hung over Pat and his compatriots, and across Rhodesia many

families made preparations to leave and find some new corner of the world. For many, the

thought of living in a country governed by one of the terrorists they had been fighting was too

much to bear. Australia, South Africa, and Canada were richer countries for their leaving. Pat

and I talked about finding a new life in Australia, somewhere for Paul and the brothers and

sisters who might follow him, but I knew that, in his heart, Pat belonged in Rhodesia. And since

Rhodesia was no more, Zimbabwe would have to do.We sat together, late at night.“I want him

to have the life I had,” Pat said, bouncing baby Paul on his knee. “I want the same sort of

childhood for him. Somewhere he can ride with game, go wild in the bush, be surrounded by

dogs and cattle and duiker and baboons. If he can have just ten years of a life like that, it has to

be worth it, doesn’t it?”I looked at the way Paul gazed up at his father. That, I decided, was the

life I wanted for my children as well. If they could look back on their childhoods with as much

vivid nostalgia as Pat did his own, we would have given them the best possible start.“What do

you think, Paul? Do you want to be a Zimbabwean?”Paul looked at me, then at his father.



Stoutly, he nodded.“The master has spoken,” I said.So Zimbabwean we were, and

Zimbabwean we would stay.It was those thoughts that returned to me as, twelve years later, we

unloaded our packs at Crofton to begin our new lives. As I watched Pat swing into the elderly

Frisky’s saddle, and Kate and Jay tumble out of the barren house that would soon become our

beloved home, I was thinking of the baby Paul, of those first days after Rhodesia became

Zimbabwe, of the hopes and dreams Pat and I had shared long into the night. We had spent

the last ten years living in various places across Zimbabwe—the agricultural research station

where Pat first worked, the rugged farm Lonely Park, where Pat’s brother kept one of the

nation’s biggest dairy herds—but the land around us was finally ours. It was a place we could

mold, a place we could pour ourselves into and live until our lives were done. Ten years before,

in one of our earliest homes, we had buried a baby, Nicholas, only a few weeks old when he

died, and the feeling of leaving him behind was not one we wanted to live through again. Here,

this new land on which we now stood, could be a place to put down roots, a place to live a

good life and never leave anything behind again. It was scrubby, untamed, with low jagged hills

crowned in bush and red earth that seemed impenetrable to the eye—but Pat brought Frisky

around and, as he gazed into the distance, I knew already what he was thinking. Here, he

would build barns; here, he would build workshops; here, the irrigation channels; here, the

grading sheds for our tobacco. Behind him, Jay’s eyes were on the hills. He listened for the

sound of baboons and searched the shadows between the trees for antelope or signs of

leopard. Kate reached up and wrapped one arm around a lower bough of the mango tree. She

was scrabbling to pull herself up when Paul appeared behind her and gave her the lift that she

needed.In front of me, Frisky snorted softly. She turned her head against Pat’s reins, as if all

she wanted to do was look me in the eye. She too must have been considering the land. It

dawned on me that this would be her final home, just as I wished it would be mine.The land

was ours. One day it would belong to our children, and our children’s children. Our new life had

finally begun.Chapter 2OPENING UP THE bush to set up a farm is like riding a horse; you

cannot command the land to do your bidding—you can only ask it. Like a horse, the land has

its own character. It can be willful. It can be defiant. But it can give great joy as well, unveiling

its secrets for you as you come closer and learn to work together for a greater good.As we

gazed out over virgin bush, Pat and I shared a daunted look. The land was rugged, scrubby

lowlands out of which grew the wild, rocky hills we called koppies. Though the farm was

bordered by two rivers, one a perennial stream and the other flowing north into the great

Zambezi, the soil on which we meant to farm was fertile yet difficult to handle, being very hard

and compacted, the kind of land that was impossible to cultivate without heavy machinery and

careful management. The thought of driving back the bush and seeing fields of green tobacco,

acres of tomatoes, and the rich glow of Mexican marigolds was enough to buoy us for the

moment, but there was no use denying it: this was land into which only somebody as

determined as Pat would dare to pour his life. There is no doubt that my husband is the most

determined and optimistic man I have ever met. Were he not that way, our lives today would be

very different.The land we had bought had been a farm once before, during the Rhodesian

tobacco boom of the early 1960s. For decades, though, no crops had been cultivated here;

only cattle had roamed from river to river. In their fields, the mfuti trees with their long feathered

leaves grew tall again, and the bush had crept down from the hillsides. For all its wildness, the

farm was exactly what Pat had been dreaming of: a place where we might test ourselves like

the first African pioneers, somewhere he could use all his years of study, a place we could

shape and leave for our children.All the history books had the same wisdom to share. It was

not the pioneers who benefited from the years they did battle with the land; it was those who



came after: their children.“Where to begin?” I asked. Paul, Jay, and Kate gathered behind us.“It

begins,” said Pat, “with tomatoes.”This land could not be tamed by Retzlaffs alone. In the days

that followed, we hired more than 250 workers, who began to build their homes here, too.

Never and his wife, Mai Never; our driver, Charles; our gardener, Oliver; and Kate’s nanny, Celia

—only once we were all together could we begin. Farms in Zimbabwe often had whole villages

of workers living on the land, with their own farm schools and medical clinics, and our farm was

to be no different. We would have a core of workers who lived here, and with the harvests,

more would join us as seasonal contractors.All over Crofton the rooms were dominated by big

contour maps and plans Pat had drawn up: where best to build the grading sheds for some

future crop of tobacco; how best the roads might run so that they were protected from natural

erosion; how much of the land could be irrigated without resorting to building a dam. It was a

broad, holistic approach to farming, a scheme Pat had been dreaming of since the first years of

our marriage. To see it come to fruition was the culmination not only of a dream, but of decades

of hard work.Those first months were spent driving back the bush. It would take a man four

days to carve a crater and fell one of the giant mfuti trees that flourished here, and four more to

chop that tree into cords for shipping away. Even then the work was not done, for half the tree

remained underground and would not truly leave the land until five or six seasons had

passed.Some days it was imperceptible, the farm changing as slowly as a glacier melts. Other

days, the bush had visibly receded between dawn and dusk, and we would go to bed on a farm

different from the one on which we had awakened. The children would go off to boarding

school during the weeks and return for weekends to a farm that was never the same: only the

same sheltering sky, the same herds of tsessebe, the same mother and father warning them

about the dangers of the bush.As the first yields of tomatoes were being harvested and packed

into crates, Pat and I rode on horseback between the fields, with Frisky and the chestnut mare

named Sunny. Tomatoes flourished on virgin land, and we knew how much they enriched the

soil for different crops to come: tobacco, cotton, maize, and export vegetables and

flowers.Frisky whinnied softly underneath Pat.“What next?” I began, watching the shadowed

outlines of our workers move between the rows.“I was thinking,” Pat joked, “that I might get

some turkeys . . .”It is a curious feeling when your heart swells and sinks all at once.Years ago,

when we had been married barely a year, I had come to understand the particular nature of

Pat’s insanity, his desire to collect and hoard animals of just about every description. As

Zimbabwe was being born out of the ruins of Rhodesia, Pat had worked at an agricultural

research station called Grasslands, where company policy had been to slaughter the smallest

lamb every time a sheep gave birth to triplets. Unwilling to accept this, Pat had taken to

bringing them home, until our garden was heaving with his own private flock. While baby Paul

crawled around the living room, he was surrounded by dozens of baby sheep, bleating out for

their bottles. I became particularly skilled as a surrogate ewe, able to hold six bottles between

my legs for the lambs to suckle while I fed another four out of my hands.If this had been the

limit of Pat’s madness, perhaps I could have written it off as a strange idiosyncrasy. Soon,

however, Pat found himself the proud recipient of a gaggle of turkeys as well—and, as turkeys

are usually very bad mothers, he insisted that each turkey have its own cage in which to lay

her eggs.Pat, of course, had to go to work during the day, so the management of the Retzlaff

menagerie invariably fell to me. One of the most important of my duties was to move the turkey

cages each day, so that they were on fresh ground and could be exposed to the very best sun

and shade, dependent on which each needed. Often, I felt as if I was being watched over by

Frisky, who would immediately report on my work to her beloved Pat when he came home from

work. Those two, I had begun to understand, were as thick as thieves.After grueling days of



feeding lambs and horses—not to mention our very young son—perhaps I could be forgiven for

forgetting to move the turkey cages in accordance with Pat’s regimen. One day, exhausted by

the morning’s efforts, I decided that the turkey cages would have to wait. That evening, while I

was cooking supper, Pat came home and conducted his evening inspection of all his beloved

animals, the toddler Paul perched happily on his shoulders. I was stooped over the pot,

breathing in the beautiful aromas of lamb—not our own, I hasten to add—when I heard Pat’s

roar. In seconds, he appeared in the kitchen doorway, his face purpling in fury.“What’s wrong?”

I asked, my thoughts turning to baby Paul.Pat simply lifted an accusing finger.“You,” he said,

“haven’t moved a single turkey cage.”At Crofton, as he brought up the subject of turkeys again,

I looked away, trying not to acknowledge Pat’s wicked grin. I reined Sunny around, as if to

make for home.“This time,” I said, “Jay and Kate can look after them.”In August the whole

country would change color. These were the first stirrings of Zimbabwean spring. Across the

farm, the msasa trees came into new leaf. Light pinks deepened into pinks and reds; reds

softened into vivid mauves; mauves ebbed away, leaving a rich dark green in their wake. In the

evenings we would ride from Crofton farmhouse and watch as the bush came alive in this new

array of color.On one particular morning, driving to pick up Paul at school, I was late. Even the

traffic in the city of Harare seemed to know it, slowing down and jamming at every intersection I

tried to drive through, as if deliberately trying to vex me. As I checked and rechecked the time,

my only consolation was that Paul knew the kind of life we led too well; he wouldn’t be

expecting me to be right on schedule.He was waiting at the bus stop in a scuffed-up school

uniform when I arrived, at five feet tall an image of his father in miniature. Like his father, he

scowled at me, but, like his father, he didn’t mean it.Also like his father, Paul loved all animals.

My eye caught something squirming under the folds of his school blazer.“His name’s Fuzzy,”

Paul said, sliding into the front seat. The tiny head of a puppy, a Jack Russell crossed with a

Maltese poodle, poked out of the top of his collar, inspected me with mischievous eyes, and

then ducked back to wriggle against Paul’s chest. “He’s saying hello.”“Darling, where . . .”I had

taken off into traffic, my eyes flitting between the road and this ball of fur to whom Paul was

now feeding the end of an ice cream cone from his pocket. From somewhere, horns blared. I

looked up, managing to correct my course just in time.“Remember when school gave me

Imprevu?”Actually, we had paid a fortune for Imprevu. She was a beautiful bay mare, extremely

eager, responsive, and exciting to ride, and she would be ridden by Paul and Pat regularly after

Frisky died. She had belonged to the riding school, but they were only too pleased to send her

to Crofton and receive a princely payment in return.“Well, it was the same thing. My teacher

gave him to me.”“Just gave him to you?”“He knows how much we like animals.”I had to

smile.“Look over your shoulder, Paul.”Paul looked over his shoulder, Fuzzy craning his neck the

same way. On the backseat sat a crate with two little Scotties peeking out. Each of them wore a

perfect little tartan bow, and their tiny black eyes considered Fuzzy carefully.“I’ve just picked

them up,” I said. “Aren’t they adorable?”“Mum!” Paul exclaimed. “You’re just like Dad!”“Don’t

start on that. Your father’s much worse than me . . .”Paul was fixated on the box of scrabbling

pups. I had long been fascinated by Scotties. They looked perfectly adorable, with black eyes

like the ones in the face of a teddy bear. Well, if Pat could go around collecting turkeys and

horses and sheep, I had to be allowed a little indulgence of my own. Perhaps it was my

husband’s madness rubbing off on me.Fuzzy made a spirited squirm out of Paul’s arms and

dropped into the backseat with the other pups.“Have you told Dad?” asked Paul.“Let’s keep it

quiet for a while.” I grinned. “I’ve been promising him another Great Dane . . .”Of all our children,

Paul was the most eager to live a life in the saddle. Imprevu, the mare he had brought home

from school, was similar to Frisky in many ways. She required an experienced hand and was



ridden only by Paul and Pat. Paul experienced the same joy in saddling her up and exploring

our farm as Pat had as a boy with Frisky.Jay did not have the same passion for horses but

loved the bush and spent his time roaming the farm with his best friend, Henry, hunting and

birding—but I would often see Kate marveling at her father in Frisky’s saddle, or Paul as he

took off on Imprevu, kicking up dust as they cantered along the winding farm tracks. Soon, it

would come time for her to learn to ride, and she would do it with the very same partner with

whom Pat had spent those idyllic years of his own childhood.When Kate was on Frisky’s back,

everything seemed to come together at Crofton. I would see her sitting in the saddle, her father

just behind her, Kate’s hands nestled inside his, with the reins folded up in between. She would

tug and tease at the reins, and in return, Frisky would obey the simplest commands. Somehow,

she seemed to know that this was Pat’s daughter on her back, and she treated her with such

kindness, such simple charity, that it pulled at my heartstrings to see it. In her old age, Frisky

had lost the mischievous, flighty temperament of her earlier days—but there wasn’t a thing she

wouldn’t do for Pat, or in turn for little Kate.Kate took to riding like her father and elder brother

before her. She was a natural, and soon she would join Paul and Pat at the local equestrian

events and paper chases. Seeing her in Frisky’s saddle, I often thought back to that cheeky

little pony Ticky and how he had put me off horses when I was a girl. I wondered what I might

have been like if I had had the same childhood as Pat, running wild on a Rhodesian farm with a

beloved horse underneath me.One morning, Pat and I saddled up Frisky and three other

horses and set out with Jay and Kate to check the fences around the farm. The ride was long,

and the sun was blistering overhead. As we approached the Munwa River, Jay reined in and

gestured for Kate to do the same. They were looking, almost longingly, at the crystal waters.

Jay gave me the same pleading look I’d seen before.“Can we go for a swim?”The horses, too,

looked as if they needed a rest, so we dismounted and Pat held the reins of all the horses

while I helped Jay and Kate undress.As the children were preparing to run into the waters, Pat

loosened his hold on the reins—but Frisky, covered in a sheen of glistening sweat, only looked

nervously at the riverbank, refusing to go near. Pat and I exchanged a curious look and no

sooner had we done so than Frisky released a desperate whinny and began to stamp her feet.
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on True Events, Riding Above Air: Book Four in the Defining Gravity Series

Philip Trubey, “Couldn't put it down. This book tells three stories. It is first and foremost a

personal memoir of one farming family's life in Zimbabwe just as the civil war was winding

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/EJByB/One-Hundred-and-Four-Horses-A-Memoir-of-Farm-and-Family-Africa-and-Exile


down in the 1980's taking us through 30 years to present day. It is also a moving story about

the horses they must care for during almost impossible conditions, and finally, it is a very close

and personal view of what happened to Zimbabwe through Mugabe's disastrous dictatorship

including the murder, looting and pillaging of white settler's farms.The book gets going as the

civil war ends and they settle down in an old abandoned farm that they laboriously rehabilitate

through the years. They are commercial farmers, employing local workers and selling their

goods to local and international markets. We get to see what life growing up on a farm

surrounded by horses, livestock and wild African animals is like. And then the challenges begin.

And by challenges, I mean, "it's a miracle we're still alive" challenges. While figuring out how to

keep themselves safe, they also find ingenious ways to keep their growing herd of horses away

from predators (including human ones who would eat them given the chance) - the herd grows

as one family after another abandons the country leaving their horses behind. Over a fifteen

year period, they find themselves on the move being forced out of one safe haven after another

as Mugabe systematically destroys Zimbabwe's economy turning citizens into desperadoes. In

the end, they find they cannot stay in Zimbabwe anymore so they flee to neighboring

Mozambique - no picnic either.Their horses, 104 by the time they trek into Mozambique, are

lovingly described. You learn about horse care and training, their personalities and their

strengths. This book appeals equally to the horse lover as well as anyone interested in recent

history in a part of the world you hear little about.A small telling anecdote - towards the end, as

they are hosting some tourists on a seashore in Mozambique, the tourists look around and say

the Retzlaff's must be so fortunate to be living in such a paradise! Tight smiles were available -

if only they knew! Well, now we can.”

Kiki Gee, “I want more!. I've battled internally on how to review this book. Due to some editing

issues (repetitive sentences in consecutive paragraphs) I can't give it five stars. But I don't

want to ding it because "I wouldn't have have handled the situation that way" either. This is an

epic memoir, and would make a fantastic movie. I think it really needs to be told more in depth,

and the not so glowing reviews seem to have the common thread that there is a need to know

more, dig a little deeper into the events. I admire the Retzlaff's for what they did to save those

horses but at what personal, financial, and emotional cost? How on earth did their marriage

survive the year apart? Did they not see each other even once during that time? This is just

one area that I think could have been delved into. My theory is that they are still very, very

busy with their horses and their Mozambique Horse Safari that they didn't have time to truly

write the epic novel this tale deserves. It is a memoir that will stay with me for a long, long

time.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The love of a country they are forced to leave and the horses they have

to take care of.. Some books leave a lasting impression and this certainly is one of them. Her

husband is from Zimbabwe and she is from South Africa. They both love Zimbabwe and have a

farm growing tomatoes to sell at the local markets and they have horses. As Mugabe starts to

appropriate these farms some farmers emigrate, others get shot and they take on the horses

from these other people to care for them. Within Zimbabwe they have to move at least four

times, in the end with at least one hundred horses but then they are given notice to leave within

4 hours!!!!!!!!!!! Can you imagine. They move to Mozambique but grazing is not very good. Her

husband then explores the east coast of Mozambique and after a year they move there. Now

they just only have a sort of round hut for sleeping and a nearby kitchen. She goes back one

time to Zimbabwe and there is a real ironic twist to the whole story because it is now Chinese



who work the farms and produce gets shipped to China!”

Michael Moye, “An unforgettable story of a family with heart and guts. Several years ago, quite

by chance, I found myself seated opposite Mandy Retzlaff at a dinner on the coast of

Mozambique. This remarkable & very lovely woman began to tell me bits of their story - their

struggle - their love for the horses they'd rescued. I was enraptured. I recall vividly making an

excuse to leave the table on the pretext of wanting to go outside for a cigarette. The truth is I

needed to release the emotions that had built up over the preceding hour - and I found myself,

crouching in the garden and weeping like a baby.Now don't get me wrong: ONE HUNDRED

AND FOUR HORSES isn't all heartbreak - quite the contrary: there are moments of outlandish

humor, dark humor - making lemonade from lemons sort-of-thing. This is a family who had a

tough but rewarding life on an African farm, but were in the wrong place at the wrong time - as

an embattled dictator, in order to cling to power, unleashed mobs who decimated farms, and

drove people who'd been on these farms for generations, into a life of exile and uncertainty.

Although a number of ex-Zim farmer memoirs have emerged over the years, this one's the

standout - the one by which the others, I believe, will be measured.Some books have the ability

to give us glimpses of both heaven and hell. This is one of those.It's compulsively readable,

endlessly entertaining, and profoundly moving.”

Joiabela, “Exciting story, well written. I have a South African friend who knows the people in

this story and she was the one who recommended I read the book. I have to admit to being a

typical American who knew nothing about the conflicts in the region of the world depicted in

this book. What a story! The hardship these people go through and the enormous heart and

perseverance they have is amazing. This is actually the second time I've purchased the book

as I loaned it out and never got it back. Highly recommend this book to anyone who loves

animals or history or just wants to read a compelling tale.”

S. D. Weston, “Horses and Africa, what could be better?. If you love horses, and even better if

you love Africa, this is a super book to read - very honest and very interesting.”

sandy, “One Hundred and Four Horses. This book is a real salute to those who care...”

diana Nicholson, “My book of the Year. This book is incredibly moving, both sad and joyful and

will have you weeping buckets. As a fellowZimbabwean, it is good to have on record what it

was like for a family to be expelled from their farm and a wonderful testament to this brave

couple who refused to abandon their horses to a horrible fate, and saved their horses and

many others.”

peir, “pity about poor quality. Herat ending book, pity about poor quality paper”

SusanAlice, “Five Stars. Really good read...a tear jerker!”

The book by Mandy Retzlaff has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 159 people have provided feedback.
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